In sensory processing of odors, the olfactory bulb is an important relay station, where odor representations are noise-filtered, sharpened, and possibly re-organized. An organization by perceptual qualities has been found previously in the piriform cortex, however several recent studies indicate that the olfactory bulb code reflects behaviorally relevant dimensions spatially as well as at the population level. We apply a statistical analysis on 2-deoxyglucose images, taken over the entire bulb of glomerular layer of the rat, in order to see how the recognition of odors in the nose is translated into a map of odor quality in the brain. We first confirm previous studies that the first principal component could be related to pleasantness, however the next higher principal components are not directly clear. We then find mostly continuous spatial representations for perceptual categories. We compare the space spanned by spatial and population codes to human reports of perceptual similarity between odors and our results suggest that perceptual categories could be already embedded in glomerular activations and that spatial representations give a better match than population codes. This suggests that human and rat perceptual dimensions of odorant coding are related and indicates that perceptual qualities could be represented as continuous spatial codes of the olfactory bulb glomerulus population.
INTRODUCTION
The sense of smell is crucial for survival, including for aspects such as maternal bonding, mating, kinship recognition, territorial defense, and aggressive behavior (Savic et al., 2001; SanchezAndrade and Kendrick, 2009; Tirindelli et al., 2009; Martin et al., 2011; Schleich and Zenuto, 2010; Dehnhard, 2011) . In order to perform functions underlying these behaviors, animals have to create meaningful perceptual representations of odor qualities. The mechanisms of information processing are still poorly understood, however they seem remarkably similar across phyla and species (Ache and Young, 2005) .
Sensory nerves from olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) converge and terminate on the surface of the OB in spheroidal neuropil structures, called glomeruli, where they synapse with periglomerular interneurons and OB output neurons (MT cells; Kosaka et al., 1998) . Glomeruli are thought to be functional unit and each glomerulus is target for convergence of axons from many ORNs of just one type of olfactory receptor (OR; Kauer and Cinelli, 1993; Mori, 1999; Bozza et al., 2002) . In the rat, each ORN expresses only one of a possible 1,200 OR and axons from ORNs that express the same OR are bundled in approximately two glomeruli at stereotyped positions (typically one on each of both mirror-symmetric sides) of about 1800 in each olfactory bulb (OB, Zhang et al., 2007) . In this fashion, each odorant elicits a specific map of glomerular activation (Ressler et al., 1994) . Olfactory bulb output neurons, mitral and tufted cells (MT cells), project to primary olfactory cortical areas, such as olfactory cortical areas, such as the anterior olfactory nucleus, piriform cortex, olfactory tubercle and lateral entorhinal cortex, and the amygdala (Shipley et al., 2008) .
It has been found in independent studies that molecular odorant properties map differentially to clustered spatial locations (e.g., Vassar et al., 1994; Meister and Bonhoeffer, 2001; Lodovichi et al., 2003; Mori et al., 2006 Mori et al., , 2009 Johnson and Leon, 2007) and our results from a systematic large-scale study of glomerular activity indicated that coding of molecular properties is in continuous zones and locally very restricted (Auffarth et al., 2011a) . Experimental evidence and model studies point toward localized encoding also of behavioral or perceptual aspects in the rat (e.g., Dielenberg and McGregor, 2001; Linster et al., 2001; Kobayakawa et al., 2007; Raman and Gutierrez-Osuna, 2009; Sakano, 2010; Auffarth et al., 2011b) . Furthermore, there could be an organizing principle of relative spatial locations of odorant representations, related to chemical similarity (Uchida et al., 2000; Cleland et al., 2002; Johnson et al., 2004) , distribution of ORNs on the epithelium (rhinotopy; Miyamichi et al., 2005; Johnson and Leon, 2007) , and behavioral relevance. As an example for the latter, carbonchain length is a molecular property related to discrimination ability (Cleland et al., 2002) and there is evidence for a progression by carbon-chain length (Johnson et al., 2004) . On the other side, Wilson and Stevenson (2006) argued for the plausibility of synergistic (population) coding in the OB and there is evidence supporting this interpretation (e.g., Rubin and Katz, 1999; Haddad et al., 2010) . Leon and Johnson (2009) suggested that perceptually driven behavior could serve as a starting point to evaluate the coding schemes. We took this approach and analyzed population and spatial schemes with respect to coding for perceptual categories.
We applied a non-parametric statistical test with a bootstrapping resampling technique for localization of receptive fields (Auffarth et al., 2011a) on rat glomerular activation images taken by 2-deoxyglucose radiography by the group around Michael Leon and Brett Johnson (Johnson et al., 2002) . We then compared glomerular response patterns at population and spatial levels to human-rated perceptual similarities of odorant categories (Zarzo, 2008; Zarzo and Stanton, 2009 ). Finally we discuss the relevance of our results for the understanding of early olfactory processing.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

DATA
In this study, we used a set of 2-deoxyglucose autoradiography images of glomeruli covering the entire lamina of the rat olfactory bulb 1 (Johnson et al., 1999 . These images, part of a data base collected by Michael Leon's group over the course of many years, have formed the basis of many published studies. In the experiments, they stimulated unanesthetized and freely respiring animals with odorants. The animals were then sectioned and imaged. Each of these images corresponds to glomerular responses to one particular odorant. Figure 1 , adapted from Leon and Johnson (2003) , denominates locations in anatomical terms in a ventral-centered chart for the glomerular layer of the rat olfactory bulb. Leon and Johnson took averages over left and right bulbs and averaged over arrays from all animals exposed to the same concentration of the same odorant (around 3 to 5 animals for each combination). It is known that patterns are very similar across animals and that glomeruli are at stereotypic positions (Soucy et al., 2009 ). According to Johnson et al. (2006) , the 2-DG method is capable of resolution down to a single glomerulus, it is however unable to resolve temporal dynamics of activity.
In our pre-processing of activation maps, we started with 472 maps, of which some represented responses to identical odorants in different concentrations. We eliminated by visual inspection five highly saturated images, where most or all of the glomeruli were activated and took means over responses corresponding to the same odorant in different concentrations (222 maps in on average 3 concentrations). Ten maps had to be discarded because of missing odorant information. This selection left us with 308 point maps, each of which corresponding to odor-induced glomerular activities. Missing values, caused by loss of tissue on the knife during cryosectioning, others due to loss of tissue during removal of the bulbs from the skull using microdissecting scissors, were ignored in the analysis, which left us with 1834 pixels. We meancentered all pixels and normalized deviations to standard unit to compensate for differences in absolute pixel intensities.
Leon and Johnson provided molecular and flavor descriptors with the odorants. Flavors are such as sweet, camphoraceous, floral, or minty. We grouped flavors into odor qualities, perceptual odor categories, as described by Zarzo (2008) . These categories are florals, cleaner, foul, woody, medicinal, nutty/spicy, balsamic, fruity, alcohol, oily, herbacious, musk, vegetable, and green.
We had odor quality information for 258 compounds.
METHODS
Localization of coding zones
In order to determine the activation loci for odor qualities, we applied the following procedure: we tested statistically for each glomerulus whether it showed significant differences with respect to the odor quality by comparing responses to odors that belonged to a odor quality with responses to odors that did not belong to the odor quality. We did the comparison using the Wilcoxon rankedsum test (also called Mann-Whitney U test). The test was applied within a bootstrap (Efron, 1982) resampling procedure in order to estimate distributions from small sample sizes and to account for unequal number of maps. We thresholded p-values at 5% significance. Thus, we found for each odor qualities, the glomeruli which are activated differentially. More details about this method are available (Auffarth et al., 2011a) .
Analysis of perceptual spaces
Zarzo (2008) and Zarzo and Stanton (2009) published an analysis of perfumers' odor perception space (BH, Boelens and Haring, 1981) and of similarity odor similarity ratings in a cross-cultural study (Chrea, 2004) . In order to find out, how well relative spatial situations of representations reflected perceptual orderings, we mined figures of the two papers by Zarzo, which plotted perceptual distances (in the first two principal components) between odorant qualities. We extracted three distance matrices, D Chrea ,
Frontiers in Systems Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org foul/musty, woody, medicinal, nutty/spicy, balsamic, and fruity. BH small corresponded to qualities floral, woody, medicinal, balsamic, fruity. BH big included all categories of BH small and additionally oily, vegetable, and green. For the oily category we took means of the neighboring fatty and buttery. We investigated how perceptual categories are represented in the glomerular responses and if the encoding makes use of the whole population of a layer (population code) or just a few units are enough (spatial code). We compared matches to perceptual categories from both population activities of the entire glomerular layer and from spatial codes in order to see which code reflected better these perceptual orderings.
As for population code, we took the mean map over all activity maps corresponding to the same odor quality, that is, we took the mean of relative levels of activation across the ensemble (cf. Rubin and Katz, 1999; Lin et al., 2006; Cleland et al., 2007) . As an ordering between properties we calculated the Euclidean distances between these mean maps, thus obtaining pair-wise distances between odor qualities based on population code, D P .
As for the ordering between coding maps (as obtained by the statistical method described above), we applied the Hausdorff distance (cf. Alt et al., 2003) , which calculates distances between two-dimensional shapes and therefore incorporates information about shape, size, orientation, and coding center distance. This is to test the perceptual relevance of distances between coding sites.
We applied the modified Hausdorff distance function (Dubuisson and Jain, 1994) between vertices of pairs of encoding zones. Vertices were obtained by running a two-dimensional Sobel edge filter over the binarized coding zone maps, as per above. Informally, the Hausdorff distance is the farthest distance of closest points between two sets. Formally, given X and Y, two non-empty subsets of a metric space (M,d), their Hausdorff distance d H (X,Y ) is defined as follows:
Thus we obtained a matrix of pair-wise differences between properties based on coding maps, D S .
We normalized each of the three matrices of pair-wise distances to unit sum and calculated the sum of the absolute error between both D P , D S , and
We also added spatial and population information linearly with the same weight to see if combined they provided a better fit to the perceptual space. For the baseline, 100,000 sets of points were sampled from random uniform distributions. Then the distances from their pair-wise distances to perceptual space was calculated.
RESULTS
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS AND ODOR QUALITIES
As first analysis of coding on population level and to replicate results from the literature, we computed correlations between the principal component scores and odor categories. The significant correlations of categories to first four principal components are listed in Table 1 . With PC1, green, florals, and fruity aligned best, while nutty/spicy and medicinal aligned in opposite direction. Oily and woody also have significant correlations with PC1, alcohol correlates negatively. As for PC2, nutty/spicy correlates most, followed by balsamic and musk. Cleaner, alcohol, and fruity correlate in opposite direction. With PC3, florals and green correlate positively, while several qualities, foul, musk, cheese, and alcohol, correlate negatively. Fruity, oily, and plant correlate with PC4, while woody correlates negatively. Figure 2 show responsive regions for some odor qualities and molecular properties. For interpretation of these maps, please note that patterns are bilaterally symmetric across a tilted axis around the horizontal midline (cf. Khan et al., 2010) . For anatomic terms of location, please refer to Figure 1 . For odor qualities, in Figure 2 , yellow indicates the responsive region. Figures 2A-J show regions activated by a selected set of odor qualities. They include all odor qualities relevant to D Chrea . generated from population code, based on the activity of all neurons, are compared to perceptual orderings of odors. Distances between spatial zones, D S , are compared to perceptual spaces. The numbers give the sum of the absolute error of fit. Figure 3 visualizes the perceptual spaces and the spaces between category representations.
LOCALIZATION OF CODING ZONES
Images in
PERCEPTUAL CODING SPACE
DISCUSSION
Many studies of odorant coding in the OB give evidence that odor codes are represented on the levels of glomeruli and M/T cells by spatio-temporal codes (cf. Laurent, 1997; Leon and Johnson, 2009) , while interpretations differ with regard to four questions. These concern distributed vs. local representations, population vs. spatial codes, organizing principles of spatial relationships between representations, and the importance of temporal patterning. One of the most important advantages of out data is to have activity-related signals extending toward nearly the complete glomerular layer, which is quite different from other measurement methods, where typically only very few units can be taken into account. Therefore, from our dataset, we can calculate aspects of the spatial component of the code in terms of perceptual correlations. We cannot resolve the temporal dynamics, however, since the 2-DG method disregards the temporal component. Spors and Grinvald (2002) described maintained spatial patterns at early and late stages of stimulation and suggested that latency of glomerular activation carries information about odorant concentration. Laurent (2002) discussed how bulbar dynamics on different timescales could subserve functions in optimizing stimulus representation, such as sparsening, feature binding, and decorrelation and how read-out mechanisms could make use of temporal patterns in different ways, however he concluded that after optimization of representations, initial complexity could be reduced. If or how much disregarding time dynamics impacts our results is not clear. Comparison of temporal response characteristics is generally difficult because of differences between recording techniques, because responses over time can show complicated spiking patterns, and because onsets to an odor have different time lags over receptors and may show different spiking patterns (Galizia et al., 2010) .
Arguments for and against local and spatial coding are not easily separated. Spatial coding refers to the case, where encoding for a certain type of information is spatially constricted to a part of the units of a population. Spatial coding can be distributed or localized. The concept of spatial coding is opposed to that of population coding, where information is coded in the responses of the population (we take this in the strict sense of referring to the entire population, cf. Rubin and Katz, 1999; Lin et al., 2006; Cleland et al., 2007) . A general argument for distributed representations comes from models based on plausibility (Hinton and McClelland, 1986) . Experimental support for distributed representations is however not conclusive (e.g., Haxby et al., 2001; Malach et al., 2002) . General arguments for local and spatial coding can be found in Udin and Fawcett (1988) and Singer (1994) , with evidence coming from studies of receptive fields in early visual and auditory processing, where afferent input from primary sensory neurons is spatially segregated (cf. Swindale, 2008; Humphries et al., 2010) . As for evidence supporting populations codes in the OB, Rubin and Katz (1999) showed that global responses to similar molecules were more correlated than global responses to different molecules. Youngentob et al. (2006) patterns very similar to differences in a discrimination task. Haddad et al. (2010) analyzed population activity of glomeruli and MT cells by principal component analysis and found significant correlations, which also supports the argument for population coding.
CORRELATIONS FROM PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
We extracted flavor descriptors from two publicly available resources. We then obtained odor categories by assignment of odorant flavor descriptors. We first tried to relate principal components of glomerular response patterns to perceptual categories. Haddad et al. (2010) analyzed population activity of glomeruli and MT cells from different studies and found that the first principal component was highly correlated to approach or withdrawal, or pleasantness. Furthermore, they found that the first principal component correlated with many odor flavors. We did not, however, find analyses of higher principal components, such as presented here.
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It is known that edibility and pleasantness are related (cf. Khan et al., 2007) and that further that in humans florals and fruity are pleasant, while nutty/spicy, medicinal, and alcohol are rather unpleasant categories (Zarzo, 2008; Zarzo and Stanton, 2009) . From that perspective, we speculate, even though we do not have information about how pleasant odors are for rats, that the first principal component could be related to pleasantness, confirming earlier studies.
The second component corresponds neither to pleasantness, nor to edibility. However, it could correspond to toxicity, similar as suggested by Haddad et al. (2010) . The third and fourth principal components are very similar and run along dimensions corresponding to an axis between woody and fruity, between opposing odor effects as presented by Zarzo and Stanton (2009) .
REPRESENTATION OF PERCEPTUAL QUALITIES IN THE OLFACTORY BULB
We computed representations for perceptual categories from rat glomerular response patterns to odors corresponding to these categories. This was done in two manners, according to population and according to spatial coding schemes. As for population coding, we took the strict interpretation of uniform weights for all units.
As for spatial coding, we used a statistical method to calculate receptive fields corresponding to odor qualities for each glomerulus. We compared how well a spatial code and population code matched human perceptual experiences. We found that for odor qualities many representations are spatially continuous as can be seen in Figure 2 . It has been suggested before (e.g., Leon and Johnson, 2009 ) that spatial distances could be related to behavioral (or perceptual) differences. In order to test this hypothesis, we investigate relations of distances between regions that are preferentially active for perceptual categories to perceptual orderings.
We analyzed variability of glomerular responses over different odor qualities. Table 2 gives an indication about how accurately the perceptual space is reflected by the two different coding methods. Distances D P are the distances between population codes, and D S are distances between zones that showed differential activation in response to odor qualities. Both were compared to perceptual orderings of odors. The errors between the perceptual space and the spatial encoding space is smaller compared to the population coding space for all three data sets and spatial coding spaces performed better than a baseline generated from random points.
We found that errors of fit between spatial representations were similar to perceptual orderings by human subjects (as compared to baseline) and were smaller than for population codes. Therefore, our results suggest that spatial coding has a stronger relation to perception than population codes and confirm previous studies which suggest a spatial coding.
However, we also found for D Chrea and D BH big a better match than baseline for population coding of perceptual categories. Indication for population coding comes also from the principal component analysis.
The combined codes did not improve matches, but were better than could be expected from averages on D Chrea and D BH small . Therefore, we think that no clear conclusion can be drawn with regard to whether population and spatial coding complement each other.
We found that main orientations of perceptual and encoding spaces matched, however internal distances over these two spaces were different, which suggests that perceptual qualities could already be represented to some degree in codes on the OB level.
As for processing beyond the glomerular layer, it is not straightforward to infer MT cell firing patterns from our data, although there are papers that show that inference from glomerular imaging signals to MT cell activation can be reliably done (e.g., Moreaux and Laurent, 2008) . We do not pretend to know about the spatial patterning of responses on the MT layer, even though papers about the relative spatial organization of the glomerular and MT layers exist. Willhite et al. (2006) documented evidence for a columnar organization by OR identity that extends across glomerular, mitral cell, and granule cell layers, however quantitative analysis showed evidence that mitral cells instead of being activated by a single glomerulus rather receive input from diverse and spatially dispersed set of glomeruli (Fantana et al., 2008) , which could facilitate a function as higher-order coincidence detectors (cf. Yaksi et al., 2009) .
Evidence is accumulating that ORs and glomeruli are internalizations of environmental regularities (e.g., Dielenberg and McGregor, 2001; Hommel et al., 2002; Khan et al., 2007; Kobayakawa et al., 2007; Semmelhack and Wang, 2009; Sakano, 2010) . In a model of map formation in the olfactory bulb, Auffarth et al. (2011b) used a topographic self-organizing learning process based on co-activation of olfactory neurons that accounts for at least part of the organization of perceptual representations. Together, results could imply the existence of a spatially organized network of detectors.
CONCLUSION
We extracted perceptual categories of odors from the literature and computed spatial and population codes for these categories from rat glomerular response patterns to odors corresponding to these perceptual categories. We first tried to relate principal components of glomerular response patterns to perceptual categories and confirm previous finding about population coding. We found that representations for categories are largely confined as spatial continuous zones. We then compared how well spatial and population codes reflected human-subject perceptual ordering of odors and found that the distances between local coding regions span a space that is similar to human-subject perceptual ordering, and that the distances between spatial representations reflected a perceptual odor space more accurately than a population code.
The early olfactory system translates information about molecules into a space relevant for perception and action by exploiting regularities in the odor space to extract perceptually and behaviorally relevant information. Where exactly the mapping between physico-chemical properties and perceptual qualities occurs is unclear, however representations in the piriform cortex have been found to reflect perceptual qualities (Howard et al., 2009 ). Our results indicate that this transformation already begins on the level of the first sensory projection.
We find confirmative evidence in association with perceptual correlations which other studies showed before for molecular properties, localized representations which are of relatively small extent, i.e., spatial codes. Last and most important is our result that Frontiers in Systems Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org these spatial continuous representations are organized in a meaningful way in terms of perceptual relationships. Together results could suggest a link between human-subjective reports and objective physiological data of the rat and indicate that population and spatial codes could work together.
